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One Little Mind, Our Lie, Dr. Lie

Medicine, like life, is made up of moments. Their sig-
nificance may not be apparent while you are living
them, but become clearer when recalled through the
fog of memory. Here is a moment that haunts me,
making me wish that I had done things differently—
recording, storing, and enjoying its significance.

I was the neurology resident on call. I am not sure
of the year. I remember it was late, I had worked close
to 24 hours, and without warning one of “the apha-
sics” darted out of her room to accost me with a piece
of paper. I was stunned by her sudden attack but too

tired to attempt defense. She thrust the folded up
sheet of plain paper in my hand before disappearing
into the darkness of her room, shutting the door
behind her. I put the paper in my pocket to read later,
not knowing what I might find.

Maybe it was youth or hubris, but I didn’t think
much of it at the time. I just wanted to go home and
sleep. I had done my duty: admitting and keeping the
patients alive for one more night while everyone else
slumbered. I placed it in my pocket to later be depos-
ited in the pile of detritus of partially read journal
articles, bills, and “important” but yet unfiled papers.

It was one of those moments when, you are
searching for something else, and you stumble onto
a memory that makes you forget the original errand.
Maybe I was in a more introspective state, maybe I
had been reading too much Oliver Sacks or VS Ram-
achandran. I unfolded the as yet unread letter from
years before, and found the following (transcription
from the original letter [figure]):

Dr Lie
They a bottle, is I hospital, I’m
The Vicodin, Lie Answer Numbers
They pain you pills, they eyes
They pains, wrote angry. I wrote
The pills as easy!
Dr Lie, as a lawyer as lie as
I needy not Dr? Lawyer?
Every??
Please are you doing she
Is mind—everyone little lie
You everyone!
One little mind
Our lie. Help!
Minds

I was struck by the poetry and rhythm of the letter.
She was like the patients Sacks talked about in “The
President’s Speech” in The Man Who Mistook His
Wife for a Hat with the feeling-tone of Henry Head
and certainly not like the dogs of Hughlings Jackson.
She had lost her grammatical voice, but had found
a new one. A voice that was able to convey the con-
fusion and frustration, perhaps better than a typical

Figure Image of original patient letter
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essayist could with her right brain now free to express
her feeling in a poetic way.

I don’t know what happened to this latent poet.
She was lost to me the moment I left the ward, not
even knowing who she was other than “left MCA
stroke with expressive aphasia.”

Her framed letter lives on in my office as
a reminder of the mysteries of communication and
as an admonition to cherish the moments of practice,
because there are so many poignant moments and
you never know which of them will change your life
forever.
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